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ABSTRACT
This talk will define and explain the relationships between the concepts of petrofeminism and deep energy literacy. Deep energy literacy demands meaningful reflection on how energy sources and systems are not only technological and infrastructural but also social. It requires an accounting of how oil-powered patriarchal colonial capitalism and the climate change that it has triggered have produced and continue to enforce extreme inequities built on histories of systemic violence that disadvantage the majority of the global population living on the margins of modern life, not to mention a whole host of species endangered on a warming and increasingly toxic planet. New energy sources will create new material conditions for the forms and habits of social life out of which new politics, new economies, and new ways of being and doing will arise. Likewise, new energy systems will enable new ways of being and doing feminism—ways that exceed the petrofeminism(s) enabled by oil and fossil fuels, as a powerful source of energy. This paper will argue for feminist energy transition, with its political potential to resist and redress the ongoing inequities of the age of oil and fossil-fuelled power.
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